
Installation manual

Are you ready to install our unit? 
Let's go >>>
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Opel 7inch Wince
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4 steps to install

STEP

STEP

STEP
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04

Do the full installation.

Test the head unit functions.

Test your unit before a full 
installation.
(Connect the power cable to your car)

Check
1) Do the screen is broken ?
2) Do the accessories have missing ? 

1. Disassembly tool *1
3. GPS antenna *1
5. Canbus *1
7. USB adapter cable *1
9. Radio antenna adapter 
Cable *1
11. Disassembly keys *2

2. External microphone *1
4. Power cable *1
6. USB adapter cable *1
8. USB adapter cable *1
10. Sd card cover *1
12. User guide *1
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1. Double check the size and shape of the center console 
panel.

2. Prepare the disassambly tools(12). Then plug it to the 
holes of old radio.

STEP

02
Test your unit before a full 
installation.
(Connect the power cable to your car)

Now you can take out the power cable to connect the 
head unit and then try to turn it on. If this part is no 
problem, you can do the remain steps.

3. After that you can pull the whole unit out from the console.
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If your car has built-in the 
factory amplifier, you need 
to connect the red and 
white cable on the power 
cable to the red and white 
plug of head unit.

Wiring diagramSTEP

03 Do the full installation.

4. Connect those wires provided in the package like 
(1) Power cable with canbus, (2) USB cable, (3) Radio 
antenna adapter cable, (4) GPS antenna and (5) External 
microphone as shown.

4
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5. Plug the head unit into the center console, then place 
the GPS antenna and microphone as shown. The wires are 
hidden in the side of pillar trim and led to the head unit.

STEP

04
Test the head unit functions.
(FM, SD, USB, Bluetooth, reversing, handbrake, 
headlight, steering wheel control and etc) 
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Wire connection for the amplifier, the subwoofer 
and the headset monitors
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Optional : Reverse camera installation instruction

Trouble Shooting:
1. Confirm that all the lines are connected. The car is hung to the 
reverse gear and the display switches to the reverse mode. If the 
screen does not switch, please check whether the reverse detection 
line is connected to the reverse lamp power supply line and has a 
voltage of about 12V. If not, please connect it perfectly.

2. When the car is in the reverse gear position and the display switches 
to the reverse model but there is no video display, then check that the 
camera power supply and video signalcable are correctly connected to 
the reverse video signal line input plug(CAMERA IN) on the machine.

Connect with "CAMERA IN" 
cable of the Car Radio

Red cable connect with 
"REVERSE" cable of the 
power cable

Two red cables connect 
together.


